Laundry loses shirts in blaze
by Joseph Abell
Managing Editor

Flames flared up in the Notre Dame laundry building shortly after dark Thursday night, destroying part of a wooden shelf and burning some clothing.

The fire, contained within a clothing assembly area of the building, was extinguished quickly by Notre Dame Fire Department members and students.

A unidentified security officer said that an employee of the laundry was driving past the building shortly after 7 p.m., when she spotted flames inside a window. He said she alerted Security, who in turn alerted the campus and South Bend Fire Department, the fire was extinguished quickly by the firemen.

Notre Dame Fire Chief Br. Berromeo Malley speculated that the fire could have started on the wooden shelf for hours before bursting into flame. He refused to elaborate on what could have started the blaze.

Bud Wynn, assistant manager of the laundry, said the fire started in the area of the burned metal shelves and one of the burned clothes baskets. (Photo by Mike Kutzicki)

The aftermath of Thursday night's laundry fire shows part of the burned metal shelves and one of the burned clothes baskets. (Photo by Mike Kutzicki)

Conference recessed

The Middle East peace conference in Geneva, attended by the United States and Soviet Union, had been recessed pending a settlement of the troop disengagement issue.

None of the announcements from Cairo, Jerusalem or Washington mentioned Moscow which is co-chairman of the Geneva conference with the United States. Israeli and Egyptian diplomats indicated earlier there would be a simultaneous announcement in Moscow but none was forthcoming.

Kissinger is now expected to turn his efforts to bringing Syria into an agreement on the separation of its forces and participation in the Geneva talks.

Notre Dame sources have said the disengagement formula involves an Israeli pullback from about 20 miles into the Sinai Peninsula on the eastern bank of the Suez Canal, freeing the trapped Egyptian Second Army, and a thinning of Egyptian forces on the east side of the waterway.

Egyptian forces on the east bank, the 2nd Army in the north and the trapped 3rd Army, said the sources.

Kissinger busy

The agreement climaxied a week of intensive negotiations during which Kissinger shuttled almost daily by plane between Egypt and Israel since his arrival in the Middle East last Friday. He met three times with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat, with Israeli leaders and other officials in the upper Nile resort city of Aswan and with three times with Israeli leaders in Jerusalem.

It came on the 65th day of the latest Egyptian-Israeli cease-fire and 10 days after the start of the fourth Middle East war last Oct. 6.

An Israeli spokesman in Jerusalem said the cabinet unanimously approved the disengagement formula earlier in the day, following a series of meetings between Kissinger and Israeli leaders in snowbound Jerusalem.

He issued the following statement: "In accordance with the decision of the Geneva conference, the government of Israel and Egypt, with the assistance of the Government of the United States, have reached agreement on the disengagement and separation of their military forces.

"The agreement is scheduled to be announced by the chief of staff of Israel and Egypt at noon local time Friday, January 18, at kilometer 101 on the Cairo-Suez Road.

"The commander of the United Nations Emergency Force, General Ennio Sillavvoni, has been asked by the parties to witness the signing.

A similar announcement was broadcast by Radio Cairo.

Israel and Egypt signed their cease-fire stabilization agreement in a khaki U.N. tent at the sandy kilometer 101 site Nov. 11.

Sillavvoni had mediated the talks between Israeli and Egyptian generals on the implementation of the cease-fire agreement.

The talks broke down after 10 rounds Nov. 29 when the two sides failed to agree on disengagement.

The disengagement of the two armies was the only clause in the Geneva agreement that had not been implemented.

Full text of Nixon's announcement on page 4

On page 4

Nixon: 'A first step'

Agreement set in Middle East

By United Press International

Israel and Egypt, with the "assistance" of U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, have reached an agreement on the separation of their armed forces on the Suez canal front, it was announced in Washington, Cairo and Jerusalem Thursday.

The accord, details of which were not disclosed until the signing at noon (A.M. EEDT) Friday by the Israeli and Egyptian chiefs of staff at the U.N. checkpoint kilometer 101 on the Cairo-Suez highway, Finland's Maj. Gen. Ennio Sillavvoni, commander of the U.N. Emergency Force, will witness the signing.

President Nixon, in making the announcement of the announcement of the historic agreement, said: "After four wars...this is the first significant step toward a permanent peace in the Middle East," Nixon said.

The accord, according to the announcement, provides for a mutual pullback of forces from the cane and a "security zones" on either side of the U.N.-stabilized army in a khaki U.N. tent.

Kissinger is now expected to turn his efforts to bringing Syria into an agreement on the separation of its forces and participation in the Geneva talks.

Notre Dame sources have said the disengagement formula involves an Israeli pullback from about 20 miles into the Sinai Peninsula on the eastern bank of the Suez Canal, freeing the trapped Egyptian Second Army, and thinning of Egyptian forces on the east side of the waterway.

Egyptian forces on the east bank, the 2nd Army in the north and the trapped 3rd Army, south opposite the Great Bitter Lake, then would be thinned out, the sources said.

The third step would be the deployment of U.N. forces in a strip between the two sides, the sources said.

Diplomatic sources in Aswan said the withdrawal must be completed within about six weeks.

They said Israel would retain control of the strategic Suez and Giddi Passes in Sinai.

The Egyptian sources said Israeli troops also would hold some positions west of the two passes. They said the U.N. Emergency Force would be deployed in a buffer zone between the new Israeli lines and Egyptian positions, which at some points are nearly 10 miles into the Sinai.

The sources said the agreement was expected to provide for Egyptian and Israeli "security zones" on either side of the U.N.-held buffer zone. They said heavy and long-range armaments would be prohibited in the zones.

The disengagement agreement, the sources said, consists of two parts—general provisions and a timetable for implementation.

On the Inside

Birdsell Project...
Fr. Griffen...
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Vice President Gerald R. Ford and a federal energy official presented Thursday that the agreement to disengage Egyptian and Israeli forces could mean an end to the embargo on Arag oil exports to the United States.

But several members of the Congress doubted that the embargo could be lifted because of the agreement, announced Thursday by President Nixon and expected to be signed Friday in the Middle East.

WASHINGTON (UPI) The White House Thursday promised full cooperation with an FBI investigation of Espionage on a key Watergate tape, but asked a federal court to dismiss the Senate Watergate committee's bid to obtain five tapes for its own inquiry.

Acting at the request of special prosecutor Leon Jaworski, the FBI began Thursday what a spokesman called an inquiry into "the whole matter of the tapes," presumably for evidence of such criminal activity as obstruction of justice or perjury.

WASHINGTON (UPI) Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jr. of the House Judiciary Committee cut short a recess Thursday to meet with the head of his impeachment inquiry staff on the swift-moving events of the past week.

WASHINGTON (UPI) The White House announced Thursday President Nixon, who now can point to a major diplomatic breakthrough in the Middle East, will personally deliver his State of the Union address to Congress on Jan 29.

WASHINGTON (UPI) The government reported Thursday the U.S. economy slowed to near-recession levels in late 1973, disrupting President Nixon's hopes for a "soft landing" from a two-year economic boom.

WASHINGTON (UPI) Academic Affairs Commissioner Chris Nedeau stated that although the Academic Council must remain non-political, it must still pursue loss of a week's salary for pre-Labor Day start with its discussions, that the students have legitimate reasons.

Nine members sign Petition calls for calendar reevaluation

by George Veltech
Staff Reporter

Nine administration and faculty members signed an academic council petition calling for a re-evaluation of the 1974 fall calendar. Most cited student reaction and complete debate as their reasons.

The petition, written by Academic Affairs Commissioner Chris Nedeau, was signed by nine non-student members of the council, and presented to Provost Fr. James Burtchaell, and forwarded to University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh. The Council then set a meeting for Friday, January 24, to discuss the question of the calendar, which would begin classes August 28 with its nine-day break at the end of October.

But Drs. Arthur Quigley, Electrical Engineering, and James Robinson, English, agreed that when the Council first passes the Calendar, the strong student protest was not ameliorated, and that the students have legitimate questions which should be voiced.

James Frick, Vice President for Public Relations and University Development was impressed with the students' viewpoints expressed at the Dillon Hall HPC meeting last year, and feels as do most of the others, that not all sides have been heard.

Dr. Don Linger, chairman of the Civil Engineering Department sees a formal hearing as necessary, because much of the calendar debate passed unresolved.

"There are too many loose ends and we must have all the people heard," Dr. William Liu, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, also attended the Dillon Hall meeting, and feels "the issue was not aired out." Although he had no preference at this time about the calendar, he recognized that the students had more to say about the subject. Liu views the calendar debate as a conflict between the need for a longer mid-semester break from schoolwork and the pre-Labor Day start with its ensuing loss of a week's salary for many students. Liu feels a compromise must be reached, and thus, signed the petition.

Commenting on the petition, Academic Affairs Commissioner Chris Nedeau stated that although the Academic Council must remain non-political, it must still maintain its responsiveness to the students and their needs. "Now it is up to the students themselves to make their professors aware of their situation." The Council called an executive committee meeting to set guidelines for the full meeting on January 26.

Nine members sign Petition calls for calendar reevaluation
Agnew to sell Washington home

KENSGINGTON, Md. (UPI) — Former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew is trying to sell his suburban Washington home for at least $100,000 more than it cost him a year ago.

The difference is about equal to the government’s cost of making security renovations of the house and grounds. A spokesman for the General Services Administration, which spent $125,000 for security precautions at the request of the Secret Service, said Thursday he thought the “appreciation does not come from the security installations.”

Monetary committee proposed

By MICHAEL ROSS

ROME (UPI) — A crisis committee of 20 finance ministers, including U.S. Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz, may be formed to manage monetary crises on a short-term basis, sources in the International Monetary Fund (IMF) said Wednesday.

Under the current operation of the IMF, the 126-member board of governors sets monetary policy for the world’s free market nations. But the threat of massive balance of payments deficits created by higher oil prices and the possibility of competitive devaluations by countries trying to improve their balance of trade makes this body unwieldy, the sources said.

Money technicians have been meeting here to draw up a reform of the world’s monetary system. Finance ministers of IMF member countries are to discuss the draft proposal this week.

Formation of the “crisis management group” could be announced as early as Friday, when the finance ministers issue a statement on their conclusions. But the sources said the special committee might not be announced until after July 31 when the IMF technocrats are to present their reform package to the fund’s Group of 20 finance ministers and central bank governors, the sources said.

The committee, as proposed, could have the right to impose sanctions against countries manipulating exchange rates for their own benefit. Its main function would be to act in times of sudden monetary crisis, such as competitive currency devaluations or threats to the world’s balance of payments posed by four-fold oil price increases over the past year.

It would also have powers over exchange rate margins, floating and valuations of special drawing rights, the sources said.
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The Observer
Text of Nixon's Mideast statement

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The text of President Nixon's remarks Thursday about the agreement on disengagement of military forces in the Mideast.

Ladies and gentlemen, I have an announcement that I am sure each one of you has been waiting for, not only to all Americans, but to people all over the world. The announcement has to do with the Mideast and is being made simultaneously at 3 o'clock in Cairo and in Jerusalem as well as in Washington.

The announcement is as follows:

"In accordance with the decision of the Geneva conference, the governments of Egypt and Israel, with the assistance of the government of the United States, have reached agreement on the disengagement and separation of their military forces. The agreement is scheduled to be signed by the Chiefs of Staff of Egypt and Israel at noon, Egyptian time, Friday, Jan. 18 at Kilometer 101 on the Cairo-Suez road.

The commander of the United Nations emergency force, Gen. Jofres, will have been asked by the parties to witness the signing."

A brief statement in regard to this announcement I think is in order:

The first thing, congratulations should go to President Sadat, to Prime Minister Meir and their colleagues, for the very constructive spirit they have shown in reaching an agreement on the very difficult issues involved which made this announcement possible.

And also, we in the United States can be proud of the role that our government has played and particularly the role that has been played by Secretary Kissinger and his colleagues in working to bring the parties together so that an agreement could be reached which we have just read.

The other point that I would make is in regard to the significance of the agreement. In the past generation there have been as we know four wars in the Mideast followed by uneasy truces. This I would say is the first significant step towards a permanent peace in the Mideast.

I do not understate, by making the statement that I have just made, the difficulties that lie ahead in settling the differences that must be settled before a permanent peace is reached, not only here but between the other countries involved.

But this is a very significant step reached during what has been as a result of negotiations between the two parties and therefore has not been without a great deal of meaning to all of us here in this room and around the world who recognize the importance of having peace in this part of the world.

The other point that I would make is with regard to the role of the United States. Our role has been one of being assistance to both parties, to bring them together, to help the narrow differences, working for a fair and just settlement for all parties concerned where every nation in that area will be able to live in peace and also to be secure so far as its defense is concerned.

Looking to the situation in the world generally I think that we could probably say that the area of the world that potentially is the one in which the great powers can be brought into confrontation is the Mideast. That area more than any other is in that category, as recent events have indicated.

Now the announcement we have made today is only a first step, but it is a very significant step. It paves the way for more steps, which can lead to a permanent peace. And I personally shall see that all negotiations, that any efforts that could lead to that permanent peace, not only between Egypt and Israel, but between the other countries involved, have the full and complete support of the government of the United States.

Bruin-Bust at Stepan

The Fighting Irish, already national champions in football, are now seeking a national championship in basketball. Their first thrust at the number 1 spot takes place tomorrow when the Irish take on the UCLA Bruins. The Bruin-Bust begins tonight at 6:45 p.m. with a pep rally at Stepan Center. Co-capitains John Stutman and Coach Digger Phelps will speak. That's tonight at 6:45 in Stepan, leaving plenty of time to get to the hockey game at 7:30.
Students receiving their grades in the mailbox today were not ready to blame the energy crisis instead of inefficiency on the part of the Registrar's office. Richard Sullivan, Registrar.

"January 3 was the first time we had enough grades in from the professors to make the processing worth the energy crisis," said Sullivan. "There was no magic date we had to send out the grades." Sullivan hypothesized that the delay was due to a combination of facts, "the time it took for the grades to come in from the faculty, processing to avoid discrepancies, and the post office. All the grades were sent out on January 8. If any grades were late it was due to the energy shortage which slowed the mail service," he said.

Sullivan, his two assistants and ten clerical workers began the manual processing of grades for 850 students as soon as the faculty turned them in. The grades were read on the the computer by January 3 and returned on January 7. "They were in the mail the next day," said Sullivan. Sullivan also stressed that any academic probation or dismissal cases are determined only by the dean's office.

Commenting on the fact that some students were irritated at receiving their tuition bills before grades, Sullivan held that the Registrar's office and the Office of Student Accounts "operate completely independent of each other. There's no reason to hold up either the billing or the grades because one of them is not ready." Emerit Moore, Director of Student Accounts, said all bills were sent out by December 29 with the request that accounts be settled by January 5. His office allowed a little leeway by accepting payments until January 8, after which encumbrance cards were given out.

"If a student does not re-register there is no charge for the spring semester," Moore explained. "If he or she registers and withdraws within ten days, he forfeits $30. However, if grades will affect a student's decision to re-register, that student can send post cards to his professors beforehand.

"Every educational institution in the country sends out bills ahead of time," Moore continued. "If there is zero balance on an account, there is no bill sent. And refunds are made to academic dismissal cases."

According to Moore, all undergraduate payments received so far have already been processed by his six member staff. Graduate students, however, are requested to settle their accounts by February 1.

**INDIANAPOLIS SYMPHONY**
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"I students "17" public
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**Energy shortage delays receipt of grades**

by Virginia McGowan

Staff Reporter

White House lawyers urge court to avoid confrontations

The White House lawyers urged the court to stand by the "time honored constitutional tradition" of staying out of confrontations between the legislative and executive branches of government.

Some of the five tapes and documents released by the White House scandal. The intention of the committee's efforts to obtain the tapes was to establish a precedent that would permit it to gain access to additional tapes and documents.

Nixon's lawyers noted this in a letter to the Senate committee, headed by Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., who has served as the chief of government.

"January 3 was the first time we had enough grades in from the professors to make the processing worth the energy crisis," said Sullivan. "There was no magic date we had to send out the grades." Sullivan hypothesized that the delay was due to a combination of facts, "the time it took for the grades to come in from the faculty, processing to avoid discrepancies, and the post office. All the grades were sent out on January 8. If any grades were late it was due to the energy shortage which slowed the mail service," he said.

Sullivan, his two assistants and ten clerical workers began the manual processing of grades for 850 students as soon as the faculty turned them in. The grades were read on the the computer by January 3 and returned on January 7. "They were in the mail the next day," said Sullivan. Sullivan also stressed that any academic probation or dismissal cases are determined only by the dean's office.

Commenting on the fact that some students were irritated at receiving their tuition bills before grades, Sullivan held that the Registrar's office and the Office of Student Accounts "operate completely independent of each other. There's no reason to hold up either the billing or the grades because one of them is not ready." Emerit Moore, Director of Student Accounts, said all bills were sent out by December 29 with the request that accounts be settled by January 5. His office allowed a little leeway by accepting payments until January 8, after which encumbrance cards were given out.

"If a student does not re-register there is no charge for the spring semester," Moore explained. "If he or she registers and withdraws within ten days, he forfeits $30. However, if grades will affect a student's decision to re-register, that student can send post cards to his professors beforehand.

"Every educational institution in the country sends out bills ahead of time," Moore continued. "If there is zero balance on an account, there is no bill sent. And refunds are made to academic dismissal cases."

According to Moore, all undergraduate payments received so far have already been processed by his six member staff. Graduate students, however, are requested to settle their accounts by February 1.

---

**Stevie Wonder leads**

**Grammy nominations selected**

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Blind singer-songwriter Stevie Wonder led the list of candidates Thursday for the 14th Annual Grammy awards with six nominations, two as a composer and four as a singer.

Blind since birth, Wonder's "You Are the Sunshine of My Life," was named one of the year's most-recorded songs. Public access to executive deliberations and documents was "a massive invasion of the White House constitutional traditions are to remain intact."

"...it is clear that such a massive invasion of the White House could constitute an unconstitutional attempt to interfere with the confidentiality of private records of conversations between the President of the United States and his closest advisors relating to the official duties of the President."

The White House lawyers urged the court to stand by the "time honored constitutional tradition" of staying out of confrontations between the legislative and executive branches of government. The intention of the committee's efforts to obtain the tapes was to establish a precedent that would permit it to gain access to additional tapes and documents.

Nixon's lawyers noted this in a letter to the Senate committee, headed by Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., who has served as the chief of government.

"January 3 was the first time we had enough grades in from the professors to make the processing worth the energy crisis," said Sullivan. "There was no magic date we had to send out the grades." Sullivan hypothesized that the delay was due to a combination of facts, "the time it took for the grades to come in from the faculty, processing to avoid discrepancies, and the post office. All the grades were sent out on January 8. If any grades were late it was due to the energy shortage which slowed the mail service," he said.

Sullivan, his two assistants and ten clerical workers began the manual processing of grades for 850 students as soon as the faculty turned them in. The grades were read on the the computer by January 3 and returned on January 7. "They were in the mail the next day," said Sullivan. Sullivan also stressed that any academic probation or dismissal cases are determined only by the dean's office.

Commenting on the fact that some students were irritated at receiving their tuition bills before grades, Sullivan held that the Registrar's office and the Office of Student Accounts "operate completely independent of each other. There's no reason to hold up either the billing or the grades because one of them is not ready." Emerit Moore, Director of Student Accounts, said all bills were sent out by December 29 with the request that accounts be settled by January 5. His office allowed a little leeway by accepting payments until January 8, after which encumbrance cards were given out.

"If a student does not re-register there is no charge for the spring semester," Moore explained. "If he or she registers and withdraws within ten days, he forfeits $30. However, if grades will affect a student's decision to re-register, that student can send post cards to his professors beforehand.

"Every educational institution in the country sends out bills ahead of time," Moore continued. "If there is zero balance on an account, there is no bill sent. And refunds are made to academic dismissal cases."

According to Moore, all undergraduate payments received so far have already been processed by his six member staff. Graduate students, however, are requested to settle their accounts by February 1.

---

**Missed out?**

If you have not tried the Army ROTC program this past fall, you still have the opportunity to catch up with your contemporaries already in the program. There is no commitment to further military service by taking Army ROTC this semester.
Help for South Bend chicanos--

They call it the Birdsell Project--a small, light-green frame house on Birdsell Street on South Bend's lower west side. Together with a nearby brick home occupied by Sisters of St. Joseph, the house serves as headquarters for a new urban ministry to the Spanish-speaking.

Known variously as the Mexican Apostolate, Apostolado Chico, or simply the Six, the people associated with the year-old project are part of an important link between Chicago farm workers and the possibility of escape from migrant labor. For many Spanish-speaking families, before that escape takes place in South Bend.

Fr. Robert Baker, diocesan vicar for the Spanish-speaking and resident assistant at St. Joseph Hall, is one of the Six. He described South Bend as a "second step" in the problem of farm workers.

"The Migrant Stream comes up from Texas in five directions," he explained. "One of those goes to Michigan, which hires the most migrants after California. On the way, they pass through Indiana, and some stay."

Only some. Most cannot. City housing is expensive—too expensive for many families on scant farm wages. Rent is long and complicated. The old problems of the farms were at least familiar. But before a family can settle in a city, it has to be able to survive in its own way.

"Part of the problem," Baker noted, "is one of living in a strange culture. What we try to do is to help people know, and let them take to someone whom they know, and so on within the community.

Finally they reach someone who knows what to do through the (Six) or someone else, or whatever authority is necessary."

In most cases, there is help. The Birdsell organization handles such problems as housing, utilities, loans, medical care and transportation. The Midwest Council of La Raza, an advocacy group with offices on campus, and the more conservative League of United Latin-American Citizens (LULAC), deal with other services also geared toward settled migrants. Baker said.

Setting Out

Lucia Florez, whose family recently moved into South Bend from the Michigan farms, says her family has "settled little by little," largely with assistance from Birdsell.

"We moved in with my husband's family," she explained, "and we tried to find a house. We were lucky with this one. It's a good house, cheap."

For years, she said, they had wanted to settle out.

"When my kids were little," she continued, "we didn't have anything. We wanted to be able to send them to school, but we didn't think we could. We never thought we'd be able to settle down. When we got here, my husband went to the employment office and EI Centre for an advocacy organization recently moved to Plymouth, Indiana, but they didn't help much.

Through St. Vincent de Paul, she continued, the family was referred to St. Susan Okleycky, a member of the Apostolate.

"Sister asked me what we needed, and I said 'everything,' because we didn't have anything. She helped us."

Father Baker says the situation of the Florez is not uncommon. It was because of such cases that the project was founded. "We try to promote dignity and self-reliance, without ignoring the needs people have," he added. "But many people do need food and clothes, it's because they don't know their way around. Many people, for example, don't know where to go to see a doctor."

Medical Problems

For some, finding a doctor is only the beginning of the problem. If a situation is too serious to be handled by a free clinic, hospital bills become a major concern. Lee Guarnieri, a volunteer budget counselor who handles referrals from the Six, says new families settling out often live "from one (financial) problem to the next."

Hospitals, he says, can provide a series of such problems.

"It appears that a large part of the financial burden on these families in the past has been outstanding medical bills," he commented. "St. Joe Hospital has offered assistance and freedom through their Social Service Department. But St. Joe doesn't handle maternity cases."

Because of the customarily large number of nearby families, especially in farm backgrounds where children are needed to help in the fields, pregnancies are an important medical concern, he said.

Memorial Hospital, a 12-story facility with two outpatient clinics, St. Joseph, a smaller than Memorial, has a clinic facility with two outpatient clinics, St. Joseph, a smaller than Memorial, has a clinic service business. There are agencies for that. Rather than to take the responsibility on yourself, we try to identify the patient's needs and find a way to follow up the case."

"There's a difference of opinion on how involved you should be," he said. "If we can't help, it's because they don't know where to go."

Memorial Social Worker Charlotte Meyers says work starts at 7 a.m. and often extends into the evening.

"I could use help," she said. "I've even considered volunteer help, but my office is too small for more than one person. But I'm holding my own."

Much of her help, unannounced, comes from the Six. One patient, Fred S., a migrant to that hospital this July. Days. You aren't doing much in that period of time."

Memorial Hospital's only social worker is employed by its business office.

Assistant Administrator Robert Schiebe explained Memorial's policy. "We are not in the social service business. There are agencies for that. Rather than to take the responsibility on yourself, we try to identify the patient's needs and find a way to follow up the case."

"There is a difference of opinion on how involved you should be," she said. "If we can't help, it's because they don't know where to go."

Memorial Social Worker Charlotte Meyers says work starts at 7 a.m. and often extends into the evening.

"I could use help," she said. "I've even considered volunteer help, but my office is too small for more than one person. But I'm holding my own."

Much of her help, unannounced, comes from the Six. One patient, Fred S., a migrant to that hospital this July. Days. You aren't doing much in that period of time."

"The sets are packages of basic baby needs," Guarnieri explained. "They include diapers, blankets and so on. We've been able to give out sets in the past couple of weeks."

Township Trustee

Patients who cannot pay bills are usually referred to the Portage Township Trustee's Office, the agency responsible for welfare administration. The Trustee is then expected to investigate cases requesting aid and provide assistance where need is established.

Trustee Shaddick, assistant trustee, says his office is "efficient and fair."

"When someone comes in who is poor, we try to provide what they need," Shaddick said. "I ask for an application, determine a need, and then decide how to proceed. All we require is that the individual is residing in Portage Township. We try to be fair. Of course, there are cases where we could stand on some people with a blank check, and they still wouldn't be satisfied."

Trustee Shaddick says he is simply the Six, the people speaking.
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**the Birsell Project**

by Tony Proscio

Aware of the complaints, "This office has been crucified in the press," he claimed. "We are constantly being criticized. Some of it may be justified but most of it is not."

Housing

Another incident, Guarneri noted, involved a family recently moved to South Bend from Texas. Like many other families, they were new to the area and had relatives and conditions were crowded.

"The Township Trustee," he charged, "said he would not help because they were already housed. When I explained the cramped conditions, he told me he was sorry but there was nothing he could do.

If the family stayed with their relatives, the others could not act. If they left, they could not have furnished the required address. The family lost. The Birsell Apostolate stepped in."

Sr. Susan O’Dwyer, one of two nuns in the project, handles many such housing problems.

"We have a project called RENEW, Inc.," she commented, "that started with Fr. Ken Mailey at Christ the King Parish. The idea is to take houses that need attention and get people who needed jobs to fix the houses. Then as well as other problems. They become ashamed because they look stupid in class, they keep and do."

The school corporation, he says, doesn’t recognize a need. Superintendent Donald Duke admits the bilingual program is "very limited," but says his office is still recruiting qualified Spanish-speaking faculty.

"When we can find teachers, we’ve hired them," he explained. "But we haven’t really sought teachers on the classroom level.

We’re more interested at the moment in counsellors who can work with all the Spanish-speaking students outside the classroom situation, acting as a kind of liaison between the students and their homes.

Only one such counsellor exists, Duke said. "We’re looking for another," he continued, "but as yet haven’t found anyone. Instead, we rely heavily on the very excellent tutoring programs, many of which are bilingual, especially the bilingual summer program here."

Tutoring, and summer programs, are federally funded under the Title 1 program, he added. Much tutoring is also done outside the school system. Education Task Force programs, and some tutors, many of whom are Notre Dame students, in cases of particular need.

In addition, bilingual religious instruction, sponsored by the local diocese, was begun this year by the Birsell Apostolate. ND senior Bob Raccuglia is a volunteer teacher in the program.

"We’re involved in very basic religion," Raccuglia explained, "things like ‘Who is Jesus?,’ ‘Love one another.’ This: the Church is a family—that type of thing. We also have a four-week program of instruction for adults—mainly parents of the children in other program. The purpose is to help parents talk to their children about the Church, about religion, and also for a broadening of their own understanding of Christianity."

The “Migrant Mentality”

Principally, the Birsell philosophy is one of eliminating problem conditions more than just making them bearable. It becomes, said one volunteer, a “two-edged sword”—a problem of injustice on the one hand and ignorance on the other.

Deacon Tom Lemos, one of the Six, says he is “more worried about a general lack of communication” than over individual symptoms.

“When people consistently have problems with food stamps, or are cheated out of welfare, and can’t get public housing or health care, then you have bigger issues. We’re dealing with everything public,” he said. “How do you restore trust? We not only have the problem of finding help, but of getting people to believe in it once we’ve found it.”

Fr. Baker suggests the difficulty is one of a lifestyle derived from farm: life that makes living in the city more difficult.

“I don’t really believe the real problem is poverty as much as adjusting out of the migrant mentality to settle down and to live with the complexities of what it means to be up here and survive,” Baker noted. “They are used to moving from house to house, city to city, job to job. They have come out of that.”

The really heavy work ethic with most of these people. They work and they work hard. They work in factories. They work two shifts. Husband and wife work, and the kids help out just to make some money good money. But a lot of people don’t know how to budget. Many are taken to the market by people who sell them things and then charge them too much rent. The bigger problem is survival skills and knowing how to use them.”

Strike closes schools

NEW YORK (UPI)—A maintenance workers strike for higher wages real made living in the city more than a third of the public schools in the nation’s largest city Thursday, and officials said half the system would close on Friday.

The school's walkout left facilities throughout the city idle, with janitors and garbage pickups and forced 294 schools to close. Of the 1.1 million school children in the city, 386,015 stayed home Thursday. The Board of Education said Thursday night 541 of the city’s 950 schools would be closed Friday, boosting the total of students at school to 546,000.

Schools Chancellor Irving Anker said although many of the city’s schools “can’t function because of the health hazards created by the strike,” some community school boards have decided their schools that that.

The schools were closed in the dispute with Service Employees Union Local 74 and the In-

Want to do something worthwhile for yourself?

If you have at least two years left at Notre Dame you should investigate the Army ROTC Program.

There are openings for enlisted veterans who have the additional opportunity to apply for a one year full tuition scholarship. Veterans may opt for either a 3 month or a 2 year active duty commission after commissioning.

If you desire further information, visit the Army ROTC office on campus or call 8624.

**Army ROTC**

**no. Celebration**

Monday Jan 21st

★ Beer 25¢
★ Mixed drinks 50¢
★ Live music
★ No cover charge
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Y'ALL COME!

Sunday night the staff of The Observer will incorporate a new idea—the first Observer open house. The open house will run every night of next week after nine o'clock. The idea behind it is to give the students of the campus a chance to see how The Observer is put out, to meet the people who work on it and to share some talk and views with us. There is no obligation attached to showing up in the office to look around, in fact we hope you do come even if you have no intention of ever writing a newspaper article or laying in a piece of copy.

Naturally, we hope that you will enjoy what you see and be inspired to join us in our work, but if that does happen, it will be good result of the open house.

We especially encourage those students who do care to work for us to show up anytime next week during the open house and state their intentions. . . . or. . . if you wanted to work on a college newspaper, take a look. Just because you didn't work for us first semester doesn't count you out.

But beginning Sunday night and running through Thursday night, we invite everyone to come and look, talk and just watch for a while exactly what we do to put out a daily newspaper for this campus. To find us, follow the signs up from the Student Center. Y'all come!

The staff

Book Bargain

The Student Union Book Exchange is a real bargain. Not only is it a bargain, but it's a dynamic idea. And as evidenced by the crowd of people gathered in the Exchange and the numbers of students who have wandered into the Observer office hunting for the service, everyone knows that's it's a bargain.

Book buying time is a rip-off anywhere you go as book prices are generally inflated beyond belief, but in the Exchange, students can at least get a fair shake.

and state their intentions... or... if you prefer a more structured format, any interested students wishing to become staff members should come to our staff meeting Tuesday night in Room 3-D LaFortune at 7:00.

Or... if you've ever worked on a high school publication and you were not sure if you wanted to work on a college newspaper, come take a look. Just because you didn't work for us first semester doesn't count you out.

And so, I'll begin this new year still searching for that corner around which the years pass at Notre Dame? What once was a time of innocence was rudely replaced by a certain degree of skepticism. And why not skepticism? America has proven her ability during the past year to give a person the benefit of the doubt and the continually returns redfaced from her confrontation with trust. How long can people tolerate a man who claims to have lost tapes crucial to an investigation of his office? How long does it take for skepticism to filter through a people as they watch cabinet members advise our president on the right for eight minutes upon a recording device's control?

How long can these people tolerate a man who claims to have lost tapes crucial to an investigation of his office? How long does it take for skepticism to filter through a people as they watch cabinet members advise our president on the right for eight minutes upon a recording device's control?

The New Year really does pick up where the old one left off, there was but that's all changed now. At least, it's getting harder to be happy because you didn't work for us first semester doesn't count you out.

Miles To Go... Around This Corner...

butch ward

It's becoming increasingly difficult as the years go on to welcome the New Year with anymore than an exchanged kiss and a chuckle at the dripping patrons of Times Square. What once was a time of inspiration and determination has become little more than an excuse to enjoy a night out and change a tired calendar's landscape.

For the New Year used to be a sign of hope. It's coming was reason to trust that around the very next corner was an event that would dispel the weary doubts of the old year. When Guy Lombardo began the countdown and ten seconds later we breathed a sigh of relief that the New Year really did pick up where the old one left off, there was reason to expect better.

But that's all changed now. At least, it's getting harder to be happy that the New Year really does pick up for the old. Whenever I return home for the months of semester break I find myself suddenly thrown back into the world. Suddenly I'm reading newspapers, watching nightly news, and most importantly, watching the people who are trying to run a household react to the news in those papers and on those shows.

And where I come from, there aren't many smiles accompanying the announcements out of Washington these days. It would be tragic enough if America was undeniably immersed in bonafide fuel and food shortages that were forcing those spiraling prices. But is she really? Sometimes during the last few years my innocence has been replaced by disillusionment.

And why not skepticism? America has proven her ability during the past year to give a person the benefit of the doubt and the continually returns redfaced from her confrontation with trust. How long can people tolerate a man who claims to have lost tapes crucial to an investigation of his office? How long does it take for skepticism to filter through a people as they watch cabinet members advise our president on the right for eight minutes upon a recording device's control?
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New Orleans. For those who experienced that city on that glorious weekend no more can be said. It was a three to four day celebration in which all citizens and visitors alike were greatly involved with a lingering memory being rejuvenated with the echoing of Ms.givings

"more sad?" asked Awark Sadat, in one of his rare good moods. Kissinger had just exchanged two playboy bunnies for the Sugar.

"No more oil," Sadat said firmly.

Just then the phone rang, as usual it was Kissinger and as usual it was the Boss.

"Yes, you'll accept the charges," Kissinger told the operator.

"What's new, Boss? (In hashed tones) Not another national emergency? Immediate negotiations? But what about the Middle East? Ok, I'll be right back. And pick up a roll of what on the home way?"

President Nixon stepped of the United Airlines commercial flight looking slightly perturbed and was immediately surrounded by reporters.

"Mr. President, what's the purpose of this trip to San
Cristobal?"

"Because there's not a single + $1 roll of toilet paper in the White House!"

Touchdown, Notre Dame! And what do you know, fans, they had a lady huddling rolling toilet paper down there on the 40-yard line! How about that? Fans.

"Darling, how very ingenious! Who ever would have thought of using toilet paper rolls as party favors! The guests were thrilled!"

Actually, I just did it so the guests wouldn't rip off our bathroom. Yes, they were expensive-they cost more than the roof.

The managing editor slammed the figures down in front of him.

"Did you know our circulation has almost doubled in the last nine months ending it? I know at his assistants.

"What's so about that?" asked a naive editor aspirant.

"We break out back to put out a good newspaper and what happens? Complaints that our new sprint's stopping all that service?"

"All right, we've got you covered! Drop that sack and hands up!"

The beefy Chicago policeman wasn't kidding. He handcuffed the hapless plasterer and confiscate exhibited A-54 hands up!"

He peered around the corner of the hallway. The Butler was coming out in a wing chair, he knew the Butler wasn't due to rise for another 20 minutes at least. Slowly he inch the old window up, up-no sound-there! His sack was buttoned...

"You don't say? Where do you put it all? " 'We stuffed our mattresses and pillows with it. Store rolls under the bed and sofa. Keep it in the empty bread box. Stocked the ten rolls of toilet paper."

"Hugely Henry Kissinger smacked his legendary lips and finished the stuffed grape leaf."

"Could there some vinegar and, ah...?"

"That's a shame."

Jan 18, 1974
The Notre Dame & Western

by Rick Schartf

ND&W No. 5332 is a 400 horsepower Dual Diesel built by the Porter Manufacturing Co. capable of pulling 17 loaded cars.

Depends on the Michigan Central RR to shuffle the cars and keep the power plant supplied with coal.

The railroad’s engineer, John Gooley, has worked on the line for 27 years.
eleanor the great

The first day I met Eleanor, she was wearing a Halloween costume and was wrapped in an overcoat; yet she was a comic figure, wearing a scarf draped over her head and held in place by a knitted cap; the effect was like that of the headliner putting out to sea. She always wore a scarf and a mask on her face, but merely watched from the corner of my eye. Suddenly she said to a little mouse-like man who was sitting quietly by himself in the corner: "Mister, you keep your hands to yourself!" and he didn't do nothing," she said. "You just keep your god-damned hands off me," she said. "But I didn't do nothing," he said. "I just watch you watch your paws," she said. "For Christ's sake," he screamed, "I never even touched you!"

By this time, Eleanor was in full flight of escape to the bathroom, where, presumably, her virtue could be preserved intact against the papacy of the flippants. From the redness of her face, it was obvious to all of us that she was in no Maria Goretti-like mood as far as extending her forgiveness to her attacker, real or imagined.

After a great number of minutes, Eleanor emerged from the bathroom. On the front of her coat was pinned the cloth scapulars symbolizing a consecration to the Virgin of Mount Carmel. A woman said: "Eleanor, why are you wearing that mask on your head?" "Because," Eleanor said, "sometimes I put it on, and it makes me laugh. Otherwise, when I look in the mirror, I have to cry,"

That is how I met Eleanor the Great, the wise and forgiving, the people at the Catholic Worker, touched my feelings the most. With a quick turn of the phrase, she could make me laugh like a fool; unfortunately, I can't remember any of her cleverness. I can only remember the tender moments like the day she told me off, when she had gone into a restaurant and ordered cheese cake and coffee; then she had found she didn't have enough money to pay for her little treat. She cursed the waiter, and he cursed her. I am not sure which.

Eleanor enjoyed more, the cheese cake or the cursing. But who am I that I should feel like weeping at the simple pleasures of the poor? There are melodies that can heal the anger, such as the yellow flute.

The music on a plastic yellow flute, was Eleanor, playing her heart out like the first piper at the Philharmonic. It was an extraordinary sight to see: this old lady, with all her weight buttoned into a black overcoat, wimpled and coyled by her cap and scarf, with foot tapping and her face as serious as the last judgement, piping misneakness to the night. One knew then that in private moments, maybe while locked with anger in the bathroom, Eleanor had her own secret love, and the beloved's name was music.

the yellow flute

At odd moments, I suspect, when she was alone in a crowded park or resting in some doorway, that yellow flute would come out its hiding place in the great coat, and Eleanor would make sounds like a bird whose wings have beaten too long against an empty sky.
Rock music is definitely moving towards a more complex mode with groups like Jethro Tull. Yes, and to some extent, the Who. Emerson, Lake and Palmer fit into this group somewhere and with their latest album, make a decisive bid for a piece of the coming thing.

But EL&P's approach is a bit different from the others. Unlike Tull's madrigal-type rock with a touch of jazz in Passion Play, Yes' more downbeat, orchestrated Oceans, and the Who's more thoughtful Play, Yes' more downbeat, orchestrated Oceans, and the Who's more thoughtful Play, the coming thing.

This group somewhere and with their latest album, the naming is at the present state of absurdity with tongue in exactly the right cheek. "Welcome back my friends to that show that never ends," Lake screams out, telling just about all the attitude one has towards the circuit of modern living. And later, when he battles verbally with a computer, the line: "I let you live (the computer)!, "But I gave you life (Lake)!" What else could you do?" sums it up very nicely. Musically, the group plays an excitement that is rarely maintained as well as they do. Comprising all kinds of musical themes and forms, including classical, rock, jazz, rock and roll and even calypso, the continuously building tension and fervor are a perfect backdrop for the theme of absurdity. Needless to say, all three musicians shine, and the third impression of the piece is the brightest part of that shine. Emerson especially dominates with a lighter and more frenetic sounding moog and organ than before.

Unfortunately, the rest of the album does not compare any claim of near-perfection. Two lesions especially distract the listener, a distraction that becomes more annoying when he realizes had to plow through them to get to the first part of "Karn Evil 9." The first, a more complex mode with groups like Jethro Tull. Yes, and to some extent, the Who. Emerson, Lake and Palmer fit into this group somewhere and with their latest album, make a decisive bid for a piece of the coming thing.
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ND research teams delve into energy

by Jane Thornton

Staff Reporter

What's Notre Dame doing about the energy crisis? Plenty.

Research teams headed by Philosophy Professor Kenneth M. Sayre and Aerospace and Mechanical Associate Professor Neil H. Schilmoeller may be investigating decisions made by the lower Lake Michigan area's power industry concerning power production, fuel types and heat disposal.

The Research Applied to National Needs Division of the National Science Foundation granted $19,000 for the three-year research project started last June 1.

What's behind the probe? The researchers claim that weighing long term effects of industry against short term benefits and arriving at a point where all values involved are recognized may be one of the most critical problems of the 20th century.

For example, massive air pollution may create a short term economic boom, but resulting power exhaustion threatens the very basis of industry. Researchers and Commonwealth Edison Company's Chicago executives assisting with the investigation have agreed to the study of heat disposal problem while still debating the other two mentioned.

A brief explanation of the problems is as follows. First, each power plant faces increasing power production demands by the community. The company's decision to meet or to moderate the demand will be studied.

Secondly, each power plant boiler runs on nuclear or fossil fuel and here examiners will discover the original fuel, how the respect fuel types were chosen.

Finally, every power plant discharges heat into some lake, river or cooling tower. The team will study the decision of how to dissipate this thermal pollution to the environment.

Schilmoeller said he will study the decision of how to dissipate this thermal pollution to the environment. The Research Applied to National Needs Division of the National Science Foundation granted $19,000 for the three-year research project started last June 1.
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Secondly, each power plant boiler runs on nuclear or fossil fuel and here examiners will discover the original fuel, how the respect fuel types were chosen.

Finally, every power plant discharges heat into some lake, river or cooling tower. The team will study the decision of how to dissipate this thermal pollution to the environment.

Schilmoeller said he will study the decision of how to dissipate this thermal pollution to the environment. The Research Applied to National Needs Division of the National Science Foundation granted $19,000 for the three-year research project started last June 1.

What's behind the probe? The researchers claim that weighing long term effects of industry against short term benefits and arriving at a point where all values involved are recognized may be one of the most critical problems of the 20th century.

For example, massive air pollution may create a short term economic boom, but resulting power exhaustion threatens the very basis of industry. Researchers and Commonwealth Edison Company's Chicago executives assisting with the investigation have agreed to the study of heat disposal problem while still debating the other two mentioned.
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For example, massive air pollution may create a short term economic boom, but resulting power exhaustion threatens the very basis of industry. Researchers and Commonwealth Edison Company's Chicago executives assisting with the investigation have agreed to the study of heat disposal problem while still debating the other two mentioned.

A brief explanation of the problems is as follows. First, each power plant faces increasing power production demands by the community. The company's decision to meet or to moderate the demand will be studied.

Secondly, each power plant boiler runs on nuclear or fossil fuel and here examiners will discover the original fuel, how the respect fuel types were chosen.
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Indianapolis Symphony to appear at St. Mary's

The Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Izler Solomon, will appear in concert Sunday, January 20, at 3:00 p.m. in St. Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium. Tickets for the performance are $1.75 for adults, $1.00 for students, and are available at the office of programming at St. Mary's.

Founded by Ferdinand sundgreen during the summer of 1903, the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra is comprised of 59 professional musicians ranging in age from 20 to 75. Dr. Solomon has been music director and conductor of the orchestra since 1966. Under his guidance, Indianapolis has achieved a leading position among the major symphony orchestras of the nation.

American-born and trained, Dr. Solomon began his musical career as a concert violinist. He won the national Young Artists' Contest in 1931, and accepted the position of concertmaster of the newly-formed Lansing Symphony Orchestra shortly thereafter. When the conductor was forced to resign due to ill health, Solomon assumed the responsibilities to fill leadership, thus beginning his career as a conductor. He was to head the Illinois Symphony, the Somen's Symphony of Chicago, and orchestra in Columbus (Ohio), New Orleans, and Buffalo before an appearance as guest conductor of the Indianapolis Symphony resulted in his present appointment.

Solomon is the recipient of numerous awards, including the National Music Council's Award of Honor; an award from the National Association of American Conductors and Composers, and the Alice M. Ditson Award "for distinguished services to American music."

He has also received honorary doctorates from six colleges and his university — Pacific University, Indiana Central College, Anderson (Indiana) College, Franklin (Indiana) College, Butler University and Indiana University Popular as a guest conductor, Dr. Solomon has appeared in Canada, Mexico, Israel, and Germany, as well as with most of the major American orchestras.

The January 20 concert at Saint Mary's is one of more than 150 played each year by the orchestra, and is presented in cooperation with the National Endowment for the Arts and the Indiana Arts Commission.

NICE programs include academic credit bank

SJC library exchange

The Northern Indiana Consortium for Education announced today two new programs affecting all five member institutions, including St. Mary's. These programs include an academic credit bank and a library exchange.

The academic credit bank has been conceived to permit students from any NICE institution to enroll, on a space-available basis, in courses offered at another NICE institution at no additional cost to either student or institution.

Further, the academic credit bank makes provision for the loan of materials and exchange of faculty of a part-time basis among the consortium institutions at no additional cost to the institutions or students.

Students must be enrolled in 12 credit hours at their home institution before they are eligible to enroll in another institution. Finances are all to be handled at the home institution. Each institution will pay its own faculty, and the students will register and pay their regular tuition at the home institution.

The registrars of the five NICE members will work out the methodology of enrollment, credit, recording, and grade reporting, subject to the approval of the chief academic officers.

The academic credit banks is to be effective for the spring and fall of the 1974 terms, and will be evaluated during the operation by the participating institutions and the consortium. At this time, the academic credit bank will normally apply to the regular academic year only (excluding special winter sessions, intersession, and summer sessions). Faculty loans to balance the credit bank may occur during all sessions, however.

Library facilities of the five institutions are open to all students and faculty of the five participating schools, without cost to the borrower of his/her institution.

The five librarians of these schools have met and totally support the library exchange program, and have expressed full cooperation in sharing lists of periodicals, reference works, and special collections of each library with all the member institutions. Further, the five libraries have mutually agreed to the development of areas of specialization to specific libraries who will develop these collections and make them available to students and faculty members of all the member institutions.

Those present for the announcement included Dr. Edward L. Henry, president, Saint Mary's College; Dr. Ray Pannabecker, president, Bethel College; Brother John Driscoll, CSCP, president, Holy Cross; Junior College; Dr. Lester Wolfson, chancellor Indiana University South Bend, and Dr. Richard Wysong, dean, IVY Tech.

In addition, members of the steering committee, representing the five member institutions, attended the special meeting.

Give UCLA the IRISH

Irish Flags

"A Long-Expected Party"
Tolkien Costume Ball
THURSDAY, JAN 31, 9-12
La Fortune Ballroom
singles $2.00
couples $3.75
...tickets on sale
MON, TUES, WED
in the dining halls

"Anyway, I mean to enjoy myself on Thursday" — Bilbo Baggins, p. 49

ACADEMIC COMMISSION PRESENTS
The Life & Times of Judge Roy Bean
with PAUL NEWMAN
Washington Hall 11:00
7:30pm 10:00pm TONIGHT

ad

...tickets on sale
MON, TUES, WED
in the dining halls

"Anyway, I mean to enjoy myself on Thursday" — Bilbo Baggins, p. 49

The artist explores visual forms through a variety of techniques. A large number of works are done in water color while spray paint is used in others to add dimension to the spontaneity of lithography. Woodcuts are produced through jigsaw puzzle-shapes.

Vogl's exhibitions in other galleries have been acclaimed for their light-hearted and lyrical mood, a feeling of early spring. Critics say the collection takes on an overall feeling of fresh crispness.

Critics say the collection takes on an overall feeling of fresh crispness.
Navy denies allegations of nuclear sub miscues

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Navy Wednesday denied charges that mistaken emergency signals from Polaris submarines nearly set off nuclear war twice in 1971.

The Navy said the mistaken signals did indicate the submarines had sunk, but not by enemy action.

The charges were levelled Tuesday by Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., a frequent Pentagon critic, and were based on a defense contractor's affidavit that the incidents occurred.

Aspin had said emergency signal buoys launched themselves to the surface from the Polaris subs due to mechanical malfunction, and secret messages the subs had been sunk by enemy action.

He said the signals set off "massive military alerts" until the mistake was discovered, and the Navy then covered up the incidents to protect the contractor that built the buoys.

But the Navy said in a statement that while the two buoys were indeed launched by mistake, "the message released...was that the submarine in question had sunk. No enemy action was indicated."

In addition, the statement said, the subs themselves were able to notify the Navy quickly that the signals were a mistake, and as a result no search and rescue operations were mounted.

"No massive alert was transmitted because timely notification by the affected ships precluded such action," the statement said. "The launch of the two buoys did not endanger the lives or safety of the submarines."

The Navy also said the buoys continue in use aboard the subs and the problem has not recurred.

**INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL**

Sponsored by the College of Arts and Letters in cooperation with the Department of Modern and Classical Languages.

**January 21**

Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
(French-1958-La Comedie Francaise)

**January 28**

The Triumph of the Will
(German-1936-Riefenstahl)

**February 4**

The Good Soldier Schweik
(Czech-1957-Stekly)

**February 25**

la Strada
(Italian-1954-Fellini)

**March 4**

Nazarine
(Spanish-1958-Bunuel)

**March 25**

Ballad of a Soldier
(Russian-1960-Chukhrail)

**April 1**

Smiles of a Summer Night
(Swedish-1955-Bergman)

**April 29**

Ikiru
(Japanese-1952-Kurosawa)

**ALL SHOWINGS:** Time: 7:00 pm and 9:30 pm

Place: Engineering Auditorium

**Admission:** FREE

**ARRIVE EARLY - AVOID STANDING**

---

To fund energy research

(continued from page 12)

decisions detrimental to long range interests of the human species" in a panic situation such as the energy crisis.

Although the specific problems remain undetermined, Sayre and Schilmoeller have stipulated objectives and a work plan.

The professors, aiming first to analyze conflicts between economic, ecological and ethical values applied in power industry decisions, will develop normative guidelines designed to alleviate or resolve these tensions and finally investigate with the companies involved means of assimilating the guidelines into the decision process.

Work will be carried out by two groups in one-year stages.

Schilmoeller heads the Corporate decision section currently including Assistant Economics Professor Kenneth Jameson and Philosophy Professor Robert P. McIntosh, editor of the American Midland Naturalist. Sayre directs the Value Theories section presently consisting of Assistant Philosophy Professor Kenneth E. Goodpaster and Associate Philosophy Professor Vaughn R. Kim.

Presently in the first or descriptive stage, the corporate decisions section is finalizing the specific problem areas and gathering information. Information is collected by interviewing company employees, evaluating types of decision makers, standardized tests and reviewing published articles and legal documents.

The second year, normative stage, conducted by the researchers, will systematize what economic, ecological and ethical values are applied in the decision process. Given some of the increasingly undesirable side effects such as real air, thermal pollution and nuclear wastes, they will examine what values ought to be applied in these decision processes.

Lastly, both researchers and companies will attempt to develop means of practically applying the theories.

Questions raised during the probe include "What ends will or should new techniques serve?; What values should guide society's adjustments?; and What is a good man, what is a good life for man, and what is a good community?"

The researchers' NSF proposal states that lack of perspectives, not greed, promotes decisions which are not in the best long range interest of our society. The document maintains that a power company executive may be as concerned as anyone else that our environment remain viable. Furthermore, he is aware that his company's economic activities affect the environment, but is often unable to assess these effects and thus takes comfort in feeling that these effects are negligible. Schilmoeller and Sayre aim to "help them learn to take these environmental and social factors into systematic account."

Sayre claims that "in the long run, by non-political means, we may be able to enter directly into the decision-making process in a way that's beneficial to industry and society" especially during this energy crisis.
Contrary to belief, UCLA will not be the only number one team visiting Notre Dame this weekend. John MacInnes' Michigan Tech Huskies will be in town for a two-game set with the Irish leers, and despite the Huskies' current second place standing in the WCHA, they are rated number one nationally in the latest hockey coaches' poll.

Tech certainly deserves its standing and ranking. The Huskies have an extremely potent offense (132 goals scored) and a very stingy defense, (53 goals allowed) in 20 games. These totals, more than anything else, substantiate the Huskies' record of 19-2-2 (10-2-2 in the WCHA).

"Michigan Tech is probably the best team in the WCHA," Notre Dame's coach Lefty Smith said. "We faced them more than any other team in the WCHA. Tech is quick and will present us with problems because of this speed and forechecking ability."

Assistant coach Tim McNeill agreed with Smith. "Tech forces a quick and will present us with problems because of this speed and forechecking ability."

Nahrgang is an excellent offensive defenseman who also leads the Huskies in penalty minutes with 56. He is paired with senior Bob Larimer. The second blueline tandem consists of rugged Bruce Abbey (6-0, 185 lbs.) and freshman Paul Jensen, one of two Minneapolis Jansen. The other, Steve, also a freshman, skates third line right wing and has scored 11 goals.

Senior Rick Quance has seen most of the action this season in goal for the Huskies. He has posted the team's only shutout (a 7-0 whitewash of Michigan) and has a commendable 3.14 goals-against average. Kronholm in goal. Although Kronholm's 4.15 average is not the most inviting, he has been able to make his fair share of saves and help Tech maintain its second-place standing in the WCHA.

The Irish did everything right except score. Several times Friday night, Notre Dame had a chance to tie their 5-4 third period lead with an insurance marker, but each time they were foiled.

Still, Smith has not panicked. He will continue with converted goalie Mike Fanning, who won 25 of 38 games last season (19-11-8). Centering Ian Williams (33) and Eddie Bumbacco (27). The second line of center Pat Conroy (23) between Larry Israelson (25) and leading scorer Ray De Lorenzi (13 goals and 19 assists) also remains intact.

Senior Mike Tardani will likely center the third line (because of an injury to freshman Brian Walsh). Clark Hamilton and Alex Pirus, two talented and physical freshman, will man the 5-6 center's wings. Pat Novotzki will see penalty-killing action.

On defense, freshman Paul Clarke and Steve Curry make up the first unit while Ric Schaefer and Jack Brownashilde and Les Larson and Roger Bourque are the other pairings. Smith will go with senior Mark Kronholm in goal. Although Kronholm's 4.15 average is not impressive at first glance, Notre Dame hockey fans should remember it was not much better last season when mark was the backup for Notre Dame's spectacular second-place finish. A similar finish this season might be a little too much to ask of the Irish. However, anything can happen and, as a matter of fact, many things have in the WCHA. Tech should have had thought Wisconsin would be a little better this late in the season?"

"Michigan Tech is probably the best team in the WCHA," Notre Dame's coach Lefty Smith said. "We faced them more than any other team in the WCHA. Tech is quick and will present us with problems because of this speed and forechecking ability."

The Irish will have to start this weekend with a third period lead with an insurance marker, but each time they were foiled.

Still, Smith has not panicked. He will continue with converted goalie Mike Fanning, who won 25 of 38 games last season (19-11-8). Centering Ian Williams (33) and Eddie Bumbacco (27). The second line of center Pat Conroy (23) between Larry Israelson (25) and leading scorer Ray De Lorenzi (13 goals and 19 assists) also remains intact.

Senior Mike Tardani will likely center the third line (because of an injury to freshman Brian Walsh). Clark Hamilton and Alex Pirus, two talented and physical freshman, will man the 5-6 center's wings. Pat Novotzki will see penalty-killing action.

On defense, freshman Paul Clarke and Steve Curry make up the first unit while Ric Schaefer and Jack Brownashilde and Les Larson and Roger Bourque are the other pairings. Smith will go with senior Mark Kronholm in goal. Although Kronholm's 4.15 average is not impressive at first glance, Notre Dame hockey fans should remember it was not much better last season when mark was the backup for Notre Dame's spectacular second-place finish. A similar finish this season might be a little too much to ask of the Irish. However, anything can happen and, as a matter of fact, many things have in the WCHA. Tech should have had thought Wisconsin would be a little better this late in the season?"
Tomorrow afternoon, just a few moments after 12 o'clock, Notre Dame basketball coach Digger Phelps will find himself in an unfamiliar position. Phelps, now in his third-and-most-successful-year as caretaker of ND's cagers will rise from his designated place on the bench and turn to face the court. He will plead. He may raise his arms in a gesture of eloquent resignation. He may express displease. He will grow excited as he senses an advantage, and will seek to improve any favorable situation he discovers.

His actions will not be unlike those of a trial lawyer; and tomorrow afternoon, just a few moments after 12 o'clock, that's exactly what Notre Dame's Digger Phelps will be.

The Irish coach will be seeking to uphold the landmark decision rendered in Notre Dame's favor on January 23rd, 1971. That case, which was tried in- or on-the same court which will showcase tomorrow's action, established a monumental precedent in Notre Dame's basketball history.

The decision rendered three years ago stated that a Fighting Irish basketball team could, indeed beat a similar team from the University of California at Los Angeles. Furthermore, the decision stressed that such an Irish triumph, ideally, should follow-by not more than 21 days-a Notre Dame bowl victory over a top-ranked football opponent.

So tomorrow at noon, in front of a packed courtroom and a nationwide TV audience, Digger Phelps will seek to uphold the precedent set in 1971. He will seek to follow an Irish victory over a top-ranked football opponent with a decision over everybody's top-ranked basketball opponent—those same UCLA Bruins.

Digger's task—both as a basketball coach and as a precipitous-conscious attorney—will be every bit as difficult as the task confronted by coach Johnny Dee three years ago. Maybe even more so.

For the Bruins of coach John Wooden have steam-rolled 88 consecutive opponents since they received that unfavorable verdict in the A.C.C., and with each passing season the UCLA-Ana grow more and more disrespectful toward the precedent established by Austin Carr, Collis Jones, and Co. And tomorrow, just as the Irish hope to have the Carr Decision upheld, the Bruins hope to have it overturned.

And Johnny Wooden's 1973 club (currently 13-4 and top-ranked everywhere) is as superiorly prepared in the art of court persuasion to make their appeal stick once and for all.

Even the cloudy status of All-American Bill Walton has failed to dim UCLA's chances for a third consecutive unbeaten season. The 611 senior wrenched his back two weeks ago in the Bruins triumph over Washington State, but did according to the team on its current midwestern swing, and will play if his coach gives him a green light.

"I'd thinking in terms of conference play," said Wooden. "Want him at full strength for conference games. If we felt it would have an adverse effect on our conference games is he plays this week, then we won't play him. But the doctor doesn't feel it would be harmful for him to play."

Wooden, who has guided UCLA to nine NCAA championships in the last ten years, would certainly prefer that his leg red-head action against the Irish. And so, for that matter, would the Irish.

"I sincerely hope Walton is able to play against us," said Phelps. "He's an outstanding athlete on an outstanding team. Of course in juries are part of the game, but when you have the number one and two teams in the nation going against each other it just better for everyone concerned to have them at full capacity."

"But we are not," he emphasized, "playing Bill Walton. We're playing UCLA."

And "playing UCLA" means playing a team which has out-scored its opponents by nearly 30 per game (86-46.0), and which has out-blocked those same opponents by an average of ten per game.

It also means playing against the likes of senior forward Keith Wilkes (6-7, 160, 16.4ppg), senior forward Dave Meyers (6-7, 205, 10.8ppg), and a cluster of talented reserves.

To deep is the Bruin bench that as they'll ever be.

"We have our game plan for UCLA ready," said Phelps, "and we're working on the opportunity to play the Number One team. UCLA will play that 3-2-1 zone press and a 1-3-1 defense. Oh, they have a

The Bruins are back!